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Shell model structures of low-lying excited states in6,7Li
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Electron and intermediate energy proton scattering data from6Li and 7Li, both elastic and inelastic, have
been analyzed using wave functions obtained from shell model calculations involving spaces ranging from the
conventional 0\v space to the (01214)\v one. The results, along with those of the static and dynamic
properties of the low-lying spectra of the nuclei, allow for a strict assessment of the wave functions, as well as
giving an indication of possible clusterlike behavior in those systems.@S0556-2813~97!00706-1#

PACS number~s!: 21.60.Cs, 25.30.Dh, 25.40.Ep, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the shell model is the most fundamental of nucle
structure models, states in light nuclei also have been
scribed successfully in terms of clusters. Indeed, Wildem
and Tang@1# have shown a correspondence between
cluster and shell models, the clusters arising naturally as
relations out of the shell model Hamiltonian. For light nucl
the cluster model reduces the many-body problem to a f
body one, with interactions occurring between the clust
These interactions involve particle exchanges, since
nucleons may still be considered somewhat freely movi
with their motion not strictly confined to the clusters them
selves. Such is the relation of the cluster model to the s
model. For a realistic shell model then, one may expect so
evidence of clustering in the wave functions for those s
tems in which the cluster model is valid.

A good place to look for this behavior is in the6Li and
7Li nuclei. Both of these have been described successfull
terms of clusters@2#, as a1d in the case of6Li ~or as
a1p1n in a three-body description@3#!, and a1t for
7Li, although other two-cluster configurations are possi
@2#. The simple 0\v-shell model descriptions of these nucl
automatically contain such clustering: the 0s-shell inert core
is thea particle, while the valence nucleons in the 0p shell
naturally form the other cluster. More recently, large spa
multi-\v shell models have been constructed for these
clei @4#. Such are required if a shell model approach is
model cluster effects realistically@5#.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate to w
extent current shell model wave functions for6Li and 7Li
exhibit ‘‘clustering’’ behavior, i.e., the extent of correlation
which arise from the multi-\v configurations, and as may b
evident in electromagnetic and scattering properties.
wave functions are obtained in all the available mo
spaces; from the 0\v through to the (01214)\v space.
Those wave functions then are used in calculations of
ground-state properties and in analyses of complemen
elastic and inelastic electron and proton scattering d
These provide a stringent test of the nuclear wave functi
and, as higher\v excitations are added to the model spa
allows for the investigation of clustering behavior. Such a
550556-2813/97/55~6!/2826~12!/$10.00
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ditions provide the renormalization to the 0\v model space
one associates normally with core polarization correctio
In the case of12C @6#, analyses of such complementary sc
tering data using realistic wave functions gave very go
agreement with experiment, without the need for any corr
tions to the wave functions obtained.

A related question to the analyses of the scattering da
whether a distorted wave approximation~DWA! approach to
the analysis of proton scattering data is sufficient to de
mine the scattering properties independently of the use
any data from electron scattering. This is important for
understanding of the experimental results now available
the scattering of11Li from hydrogen@7# and which, in the
inverse kinematics, provides proton scattering data from
halo nucleus. Similar experiments also are being planned
proton scattering from other exotic nuclei, for which electr
scattering form factors are not attainable at present~although
such experiments are being planned for RIKEN@8#!.

The paper is organized as follows. The nuclear struct
and the nuclear wave functions are described in detail in S
II. The formalism for obtaining the electron and proton sc
tering observables is described in Sec. III. Results are
sented in Sec. IV, while the conclusions are contained in S
V.

II. MODELS OF STRUCTURE

We consider shell model wave functions within th
0\v, (012)\v, (01214)\v, and (0121416)\v
model spaces. However, within the largest of these, beca
of the dimension of the space, only a calculation of t
ground-state properties has been made. The choice of m
space dictates the choice of interaction and, specifically,
ones used were~i! the Cohen and Kurath (6216)2BME in-
teraction~CK! @9# for the complete 0\v model space,~ii !
the MK3W interaction@10# for the complete (012)\v shell
model space, and~iii ! the G-matrix interaction of Zheng
et al. @4# for the complete (01214)\v ~hereafter known as
Z4! model space. For the calculations of the ground-st
properties only, wave functions were obtained using the
teraction of Zheng in a (0121416)\v model space.

The removal of center-of-mass spuriosity is straightf
2826 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. The low-energy spectra of6Li and 7Li as calculated in the complete 0\v ~CK and Zheng
interactions!, (012)\v ~MK3W and Zheng interactions!, and (01214)\v ~Zheng interaction! shell mod-
els. The measured energies were obtained from Ref.@14#. All energies are in MeV.

Expt. 0\v (012)\v (01214)\v
Jp;T ~CK! ~Zheng! ~MK3W! ~Zheng! ~Zheng!

6Li 11;0 0.000
31;0 2.186 2.144 2.991 2.645 2.876 2.521
01;1 3.563 2.508 3.718 1.856 3.578 3.380

7Li 3
2

2; 12 0.000
1
2

2 0.478 1.068 0.115 0.525 0.472 0.478
7
2

2 4.630 4.794 5.103 5.713 5.871 5.391
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ward for calculations performed in complete shell mod
spaces. In all calculations presented herein, the remova
such spuriosity has been done by adding the approp
center-of-mass Hamiltonian to the shell model Hamilton
before diagonalization and projecting the center-of-m
eigenstates upwards in the energy spectrum~see, for ex-
ample,@11#!.

It should be noted that the MK3W interaction was d
signed only to treat the complete 0\v and 1\v spaces
within the same basis. However, that interaction has b
used with some success in calculations of the states of12C
within the complete (012)\v space@6#. We have made
calculations also within the complete 0\v and (012)\v
spaces using theG-matrix interactions of Zheng@12# to com-
pare with the results found using the fitted~phenomenologi-
cal! interactions. All calculations of the wave functions a
of the one-body density matrix elemen
~OBDME!, which specify the structure changes in inelas
scattering events, were carried out using the codeOXBASH

@13#.
The Jp;T states considered in this study are the grou

31;0 ~2.186 MeV! and 01;1 ~3.563 MeV! states in6Li, and
the ground12

2; 12 ~0.478 MeV! and 7
2

2; 12 ~4.630 MeV! states
in 7Li. The ground-state binding energies obtained from
(01214)\v calculation are227.237 and234.127 MeV
for 6Li and 7Li, respectively, as compared to the measu
values @14# of 231.966 and239.244 MeV, respectively
Both nuclei are less bound by about 7 MeV in the model
compared to experiment. The results obtained using the
G matrix @4# are 230.525 MeV for 6Li in the full
(0121416)\v model space and237.533 MeV for7Li in
the full (01214)\v space. The relative binding energ
predicted in our (01214)\v model is 6.890 MeV and is
quite close to the measured value of 7.278 MeV. T
ground-state wave functions in the (01214)\v model
space are

u6Li &576.62%u0\v&111.93%u2\v&111.45%u4\v& ~1!

and

u7Li &574.01%u0\v&114.16%u2\v&111.83%u4\v&, ~2!

indicating for both nuclei that the ground state is rough
75% 0\v in character.

The excited states are listed in Table I, together with
excitation energies obtained from the various shell mo
l
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calculations. From those results, the importance of increa
the size of the model space is evident. For example,
energy of the12

2 ~0.478 MeV! state in7Li in the 0\v model
space is 0.115 MeV, obtained using the Zheng interact
Inclusion of 2\v excitations in the model space gives 0.4
MeV for that same interaction, suggesting a convergenc
the eigenvalue to the observed value. The inclusion of
4\v excitations provides still better agreement, with the
sult found using the Zheng interaction being in excelle
agreement with the measured spectrum, and our results
tained with the Zheng interaction agree well with tho
quoted by Zhenget al. @4#. Such is also the case with th
other states, although it is true that the use of the MK3
interaction in the (012)\v space for the6Li spectrum ac-
tually worsens the agreement with the experiment. In t
case the 01;1 state is lower in excitation energy than th
31;0 state, due in part to the use of the Cohen and Kur
(8216)2BME interaction@9# for the 0p-shell part of the
MK3W interaction.

There are other questions in regard to our calculati
made using the Zheng interactions. For example, the m
valued nature of theG matrix interaction@4# has not been
implemented as yet inOXBASH. The excellent agreemen
with experiment and with the values obtained using the
G matrix @4#, suggests that such is not a significant proble
Also, OXBASH is designed to work in bases encompassing
complete (01214)\v space, from the 0s up to, and in-
cluding, the 0h1 f2p shells ~21 orbitals!. The higher shells
required for a complete (0121416)\v space are not in-
cluded. This may affect the results we obtain for the grou
state properties.

In the predictions of the ground-state properties and
scattering, as in the nuclear structure information, one a
requires the specification of the single particle~SP! wave
functions. We have used SP functions of harmonic oscilla
~HO! and Woods-Saxon~WS! form. The latter, which may
be most appropriate when analyses are made of scatte
properties, were obtained as solutions to the Schro¨dinger
equation with the potential

V5V0F112l@ l–s#S \

mpc
D 2 1r d

drG f ~r ,R,a!, ~3!

where, withR5r 0A
1/3,

f ~r ,R,a!5
1

11exp@~r2R!/a#
. ~4!
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Both the oscillator energies and WS parameters were de
mined from fitting longitudinal elastic electron scatterin
form factors. For the unbound states~those above the 0p
shell!, wave functions of HO form were used. In the case
the calculations of the ground-state properties using
Zheng wave functions@4#, however, we have chosen to u
HO functions using the oscillator energy specified by
G-matrix interaction (\v514 MeV!.

III. ELECTRON AND PROTON SCATTERING

The propriety of the various models considered herein
tested by their use in analyses of electron scattering f
factors and of proton scattering data. The use of the OBD
in analyses of the electron scattering form factors to eac
the states in6,7Li complements those of the proton scatteri
observables thus providing a stringent test of the wave fu
tions from which the OBDME are determined.

The calculations of the form factors for electron scatter
are based upon the formalism of deForest and Walecka@15#,
but we have modified their specification of the transve
electric operator by using Siegert’s theorem in the way in
cated by Friar and Haxton@16# so that the effects of meso
exchange currents~MEC! are incorporated implicitly. We
use theTel8 form for the operator effecting the transver
electric transition@16,17#. That form, incorporating MEC in
the long wavelength limit, has been found to be the m
appropriate for use with 0\v structure wave functions@17#.
Also, where appropriate, bare charges and the one-body
rent densities have been used to specify the one-body op
tors required in the calculations of the longitudinal and tra
verse form factors. We have neglected explicit ME
corrections to the transverse magnetic form factors, as th
corrections are expected to have an appreciable effect
for momentum transfers above 3 fm21 @18#. Thus the elec-
tromagnetic operators are all one body in character.

To calculate the many-body matrix elements of one-bo
operators, a cofactor expansion of the nuclear wave func
is used, viz.,

uC&5
1

AA (
a1 ,m1

uwa1 ,m1
&aa1 ,m1

uC&, ~5!

wherea i5$ni ,l i , j i ,r i%, with r specifying either a proton o
a neutron. By summing the one-body operator over the in
vidual nucleons and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
~reduced! many-body matrix element of the one-body ope
tor becomes

^Jf iÔI iJi&5
1

A2I11
(

a1a2
^wa2

iÔI iwa1
&Sa1a2I

, ~6!

whereSa1a2I
are the~singly! reduced OBDME, viz.

Sa1a2I
5^Jf i@aa2

† 3ãa1
# I iJi&. ~7!

For the cases of interest the OBDME have been tabula
@19#.

The calculations of the intermediate energy proton sc
tering observables follow the fully microscopic ones done
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the case of12C @6#. There are three essential ingredients o
must specify to make such a calculation of the elastic a
inelastic proton scattering. First the OBDME, as used in b
the the inelastic electron scattering calculations, are obta
from the selected nuclear structure. Second, the single
ticle wave functions describing the nucleon bound sta
must be chosen, and for our calculations these were the s
as those used in the analyses of the electron scattering
factors. Finally, an effective interaction between the proj
tile nucleon and each and every nucleon in the target mus
chosen. That effective interaction@6# is one whose double
Bessel transform accurately maps a set of nucleon-nuc
(NN) g matrices@20#. These density-dependentg matrices
are solutions of the Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone equation
which a realisticNN potential defines the basic pairwise tw
nucleon interaction. For these we have used the ParisNN
interaction@21#. Thoseg matrices, for a range of inciden
proton energies, are available elsewhere@22#. The complex,
fully nonlocal optical potentials used in the nonlocal Sch¨-
dinger equation codeDWBA 91 @23#, to obtain the differential
cross sections and analyzing powers, were obtained by f
ing the ground-state OBDME with those sameg matrices.
Recoil of the target nucleus is an important feature of th
optical model calculations, as are the nonzero multipoles
the elastic scattering as the target are not spin zero nu
Both effects have been included in all calculations.

As the optical potential is dependent on the OBDM
found using the ground state as both the initial and fi
multiparticle states of Eq.~7!, the quality of the results of the
proton scattering calculations will be determined by the qu
ity of the wave functions. Note that while most of suc
OBDME effectively are nucleon shell occupancy value
off-diagonal elements~when the principal quantum numbe
changes! must be taken into account. That there is excell
agreement with both electron and proton scattering d
when reasonable wave functions are used has been illust
in the case of12C @6#, for both elastic and inelastic scatte
ing.

IV. RESULTS

A. Ground-state properties of 6,7Li

One can assess the clusterlike behavior of the shell m
wave functions by examining the ground-state proper
predicted by each model. Such are shown in Tables II and
wherein the root-mean-square~r.m.s.! charge radii, magnetic
moments, and quadrupole moments of the ground state
6Li and 7Li are compared with values predicted using t
wave functions obtained from the complete 0\v,
(012)\v, (01214)\v, and the incomplete (01214
16!\v model spaces. The Zheng interaction@4,12# was used
in all cases in Table II, with SP wave functions of HO for
(\v514 MeV!, to investigate the change in those obse
ables with increasing the size of the model space only. T
results obtained from the CK, MK3W, and Zheng intera
tions in the complete 0\v, (012)\v, and (01214)\v
model spaces are shown in Table III for comparison. T
data for the r.m.s. radii were taken from Ref.@24#, while
those for the magnetic and quadrupole moments were ta
from Ref. @14#.
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TABLE II. The r.m.s. radii, magnetic moments, and quadrupole moments of6Li and 7Li as calculated in
the complete 0\v, (012)\v, (01214)\v, and (0121416)\v model spaces. The Zheng interactio
@4,12# was used in each space. HO single particle wave functions were used with\v514 MeV. The data are
from Refs.@14# and @24#.

Nucleus Model space r r.m.s. ~fm! m ~mN! Q (e fm2)

6Li 0\v 2.32 0.869 20.264
(012)\v 2.27 0.848 20.208

(01214)\v 2.33 0.845 20.012
(0121416)\v 2.36 0.840 0.017

Expt. 2.57 0.822 20.083
7Li 0\v 2.33 3.024 21.68

(012)\v 2.26 3.057 22.43
(01214)\v 2.30 3.039 22.63

(0121416)\v 2.32 3.006 22.85
Expt. 2.41 3.256 24.06
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For 6Li and 7Li, the r.m.s. radius is predicted adequate
by all model calculations and generally is insensitive to
addition of higher-\v excitations to the 0\v model space.
The effect of increasing the size of the model space is m
noticeable in the magnetic and quadrupole moments. Th
is a dramatic decrease in the calculated value of the magn
moment in adding 2\v excitations to the model space, fro
0.869 to 0.848mN, compared with the experimental value
0.822 mN. Proceeding from the (012)\v space to the
(0121416)\v there is a steady decrease in the value
the magnetic moment, but that change is more gradual. T
is an additional correction to the (0121416)\v value of
0.840mN of 20.007mN @25# due to higher-\v core polar-
ization effects (20.009 mN!, meson-exchange curren
~0.033mN!, and relativistic effects (20.031mN!, giving a
final value of 0.833mN, which is comparable to the exper
mental one. In the case of the quadrupole moment, the e
of increasing the model space is most dramatic. There is l
change to the result of20.264 e fm2, obtained using the
0\v space wave function, when 2\v excitations are al-
lowed. However, adding 4\v excitations gives a value o
20.012e fm2, a correction of more than an order of ma
nitude, which, in comparison to the experimental value
20.083 e fm2, actually overcompensates. This is exac
bated in the result obtained using the (0121416)\v
space ground-state wave functions with which the calcula
moment is positive. This is due in part to the use of t
incomplete space, which encompasses only six major sh
The results obtained in the complete space is20.067e fm2
e
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@4#. While our result is not calculated in the complete spa
this illustrates that large variations in the prediction of t
~small! quadrupole moment may be produced with small p
turbations added to the shell model wave functions.

In comparison, the result of the r.m.s. radius for6Li ob-
tained using the CK interaction, as shown in Table III
comparable to that obtained using the Zheng interaction
the 0\v model space. However, the results for the magne
and quadrupole moments differ significantly. The magne
moment predicted using the CK wave functions is closer
agreement to the measured value than that obtained u
those from the Zheng interaction, while the quadrupole m
ment is much worse. The results for all three quantities p
dicted using the wave functions obtained from the MK3
interaction all differ markedly from the corresponding valu
obtained using the Zheng interaction. The r.m.s. radius
much closer to the measured value, although the agreem
between the predicted and measured magnetic and qua
pole moments is much worse.

In the ground state of7Li, as for 6Li, the effect of chang-
ing the size of the model space is most apparent in the
culation of the quadrupole moments. For the magnetic m
ment, there is little change in the predicted value when
size of the space is increased. Indeed, above the (012)\v
space, the additional core polarization corrections actu
give results which diverge away from the measured value
3.256mN. For the result obtained in the (0121416)\v
space, the additional corrections@25# coming from higher
\v excitations (20.025 mN!, contributions from theD
TABLE III. As for Table II, but using the CK, MK3W, and Zheng interactions in the complete 0\v,
(012)\v, and (01214)\v model spaces, respectively.

Interaction
Nucleus CK MK3W Zheng Expt.

6Li r r.m.s. ~fm! 2.33 2.51 2.33 2.57
m ~mN! 0.834 0.770 0.845 0.822

Q (e fm2) 20.78 21.98 20.012 20.083
7Li r r.m.s. ~fm! 2.33 2.46 2.30 2.41

m ~mN! 3.171 3.192 3.039 3.256
Q (e fm2) 21.84 23.21 22.63 24.06
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TABLE IV. Harmonic oscillator energies and parameters for the Woods-Saxon potential for the
particle wave functions in6,7Li.

Nucleus Model \v ~MeV! V0 ~MeV! r 0 ~fm! a ~fm! l

6Li CK 14.53 -54.5 1.35 0.65 7.0
MK3W 15.06 -54.5 1.35 0.65 7.0
Z4 12.65 -43.0 1.70 0.65 7.0

7Li CK 15.06 -54.5 1.35 0.65 7.0
MK3W 16.02 -54.5 1.35 0.65 7.0
Z4 13.39 -49.5 1.55 0.65 7.0
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~0.014mN!, meson exchange currents~0.095mN!, and rela-
tivistic effects (20.091 mN!, gives a total value of 2.999
mN. But it is in the calculation of the quadrupole mome
that we notice the most dramatic changes. None of the res
from using the differing model spaces reproduce the m
sured value of24.06e fm2, with the 0\v result giving the
worst value of21.68e fm2. Adding 2\v excitations gives a
value of22.43e fm2 which represents the largest correcti
to the 0\v result. The result obtained in the (01214)\v
space is22.63 e fm2, as compared to22.372 e fm2 ob-
tained using the complete multivaluedG matrix @4#. Increas-
ing the size of the model space gives further correctio
with a value of22.85e fm2 being obtained in the~incom-
plete! (0121416)\v space.

As for 6Li, the comparison between the results obtain
using the fitted interactions and those obtained using thG
matrix are interesting. In the case of the r.m.s. radius,
value obtained using the CK interaction is the same as
obtained using the Zheng interaction. However, that is
the case when comparing the results obtained in
(012)\v space. The r.m.s. radius obtained using
MK3W wave functions is significantly larger than that o
tained using the Zheng wave functions, and is much close
the measured value. Both the magnetic moments obta
using the CK and MK3W wave functions are larger th
those obtained using the Zheng interaction, including t
result obtained in the (01214)\v model space, and ar
much closer to the measured value. In the case of the q
rupole moment, the value obtained using the CK interact
is comparable to that obtained using the Zheng interact
while the value obtained from the MK3W interaction
worse in comparison to the measured value.

Note that the single particle wave functions used in
calculations of the ground-state properties are not the s
as from those used in the scattering calculations to be
cussed later. However, using those alternate wave funct
~Table IV! in the calculations of the ground-state observab
does not significantly change our results.

B. Scattering: 6Li

In all of the following diagrams, unless otherwise state
the results obtained using the wave functions of
(01214)\v, (012)\v, and 0\v model spaces are give
by the solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines, respectively.

The elastic electron scattering form factors for6Li are
displayed in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1~a!, the longitudinal elastic form
factor data of Suelzleet al. @26# ~circles! and of Liet al. @27#
~squares! are compared to the results we have obtained us
t
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the Z4, MK3W, and CK shell models, and with WS boun
state wave functions. The parameter values of the WS po
tial used to obtain those single particle wave functions
6Li ~and for 7Li ! are given in Table IV, along with the
oscillator energies defining those of harmonic oscilla
form. Concomitant with the quadrupole moment of6Li be-
ing small ~see the discussion above!, theC2 contribution to
the form factor is orders of magnitude smaller than that
C0. That is displayed in Fig. 1~b!. Therein, the data are
compared to the total form factor obtained using the Z4 sh
model ~solid line!, and itsC0 ~dashed line! andC2 ~dot-
dashed line! components. Hence, the results presented in F
1~a! are just theC0 contributions to the form factor. The
dramatic difference between the results found using
structure of the fitted models and using the structure ba
on theG matrix, illustrated by the different single particl
wave function parameter sets, may be due to the differen
in the nuclear wave function influencing the choice of tho

FIG. 1. The results of the calculations made for the elastic e
tron scattering form factors for6Li. ~a! The longitudinal form factor
data of Suelzleet al. @26# ~circles! and of Liet al. @27# ~squares! are
compared to the results of the calculations made using the Z4~solid
line!, MK3W ~dashed line!, and CK ~dot-dashed line! spec-
troscopies.~b! C0 ~dashed line! andC2 ~dot-dashed line! compo-
nents contributing to the longitudinal form factor~solid line!. ~c!
The transverseM1 form factor data of Bergstromet al. @28#
~circles! and of Lapikás @29# ~squares! are compared to the result
of the calculations made as defined in~a!.
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single particle wave functions to reproduce the longitudi
elastic scattering form factor.

The transverseM1 elastic electron scattering form facto
for 6Li is presented in Fig. 1~c! wherein the data of Berg
stromet al. @28# ~circles! and of Lapikás @29# ~squares! are
compared to the results of our calculations made using
wave functions from the Z4, MK3W, and CK shell mode
The single particle wave functions used were those de
mined from the analysis of the longitudinal form factor, as
the case with the analyses of the inelastic scattering d
With all three models we are able to predict the magnitude
the form factor well, especially below the minimum at 1
fm21, but the result obtained using the CK wave functio
fails to reproduce the position of the minimum. Both t
MK3W and Z4 models reproduce that minimum well, b
only with the Z4 model can we predict the shape of the fo
factor at higher momentum transfers adequately.

The results of our calculations of the elastic scattering
200 MeV protons from6Li are compared with the data o
Gloveret al. @30# in Fig. 2. The cross sections are shown
the top segments while the analyzing powers are given in
bottom ones. The results for the (012)\v and
(01214)\v models are given in the left- and right-han
panels, respectively. The single particle bound states w
specified either as HO~dashed curves! or WS ~solid curves!
wave functions, identified by the parameter values given
Table IV. The higher (I.0) multipoles that are possible i
this scattering were calculated in the DWA usingDWBA 91

@23#. This is in accordance with the calculations presented
Ref. @30#, and we find similar contributions to those calcul
tions from the higher multipoles. Recoil corrections to t
cross section and analyzing power have also been inclu
and when such is done with both the OBDME from t
(012)\v and (01214)\v models, we find very good
agreement with both the cross-section and analyzing po
data. Taken together with the very good agreement achie

FIG. 2. The differential cross section~top! and analyzing power
~bottom! from the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons fro
6Li. The data of Gloveret al. @30# are compared to the results o
calculations made using WS and HO single nucleon bound s
wave functions, displayed by the solid and dashed lines, res
tively. The results shown in the left- and right-hand panels w
obtained using the MK3W and Z4 structure models, respective
l
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with the elastic electron scattering data, this suggests tha
ground-state wave functions obtained in the multi-\v spaces
have converged.

The longitudinal inelastic electron scattering form fact
to the 31;0 ~2.185 MeV! state is displayed in Fig. 3~a!,
wherein the data of Bergstromet al. @31# ~circles!, Yenet al.
@32# ~squares!, Bergstrom and Tomusiak@33# ~crosses!, and
Hutcheon and Caplan@34# ~triangles! are compared to the
results obtained from our calculations. The form factor,
calculated using all shell models, is dominated by theC2
component, while theC4 component is found to be negl
gible. With the MK3W and Z4 models, our calculated resu
reproduce the magnitude of the measured form factor ab
1 fm21, as both contain strength from transitions outside
the 0p shell which enhance theC2 strength. Such are miss
ing in the 0\v model. The (01214)\v model structure is
most favored as there is almost exact agreement with the
in that region of momentum transfer. However, theB(E2)
value for the associatedg decay of this 31;0 state is
9.362.1e2 fm4 @14,32#, and the values obtained by calcul
tion using the CK, MK3W, and Z4 models of structure a
significantly smaller. Those values are given in the top l
of Table V. So far as theg decay is concerned all calcula
tions require a substantial renormalization to reproduce
measured value. That is confirmed by our predictions of
electron scattering form factor at low momentum transf
Below 1 fm21 all of the calculated results are less than o
servation. Yet that degree of renormalization is not sugges
by the results of the calculations of the form factor at high
momentum transfer. While this suggests that the inter
~nucleon! dynamics of the nucleus are well described by t
inclusion of higher\v excitations in the model space, suc
cannot account for the asymptotics of the structure. At la

te
c-
e
.

FIG. 3. Longitudinal inelastic electron scattering form factor
the 31;0 ~2.186 MeV! state in6Li ~a!, and theB(E2↓,q) value, in
units of e2 fm4, as obtained from the form factor~b!. The data of
Bergstromet al. @31# ~circles!, Yenet al. @32# ~squares!, Bergstrom
and Tomusiak@33# ~crosses!, and Hutcheon and Caplan@34# ~tri-
angles! are compared to the results of the calculations made
defined in Fig. 1~a!. The B(E2↓) value from the associated
g-decay rate@14# is displayed by the diamond data point in~b!.
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TABLE V. B(E2↓) values~in units ofe2 fm4) for the transitions in6,7Li as listed. The HO single particle
wave functions used were those given in Table IV.

0\v (012)\v
Nucleus Transition CK Zheng MK3W Zheng ~01214!\v Expt. @14#

6Li 31;0→ g.s. 2.65 4.31 4.07 9.362.1
7Li 1

2
2→ g.s. 3.04 2.51 8.00 6.21 7.23 16.461.0

7
2

2→ g.s. 1.04 1.30 3.30 2.88 3.32 3.50,7.560.8a

aReference@41#.
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radii, which most influence scattering at low momentu
transfer, the clustering of the wave function is not rep
duced by the shell model in which up to 4\v excitations are
included. This deviation of all the calculated results aw
from the data is illustrated further in Fig. 3~b! which displays
theB(E2↓,q) value as a function of momentum transfer f
the 31;0 ~2.186 MeV! state in 6Li, as determined from the
measured and predicted longitudinal inelastic form facto
This is achieved by removing from the form factor most
the dependence on the momentum transfer, according to
transformation given by Brown, Radhi, and Wildenthal@35#.
The B(E2↓) value as related to the associatedg decay is
given by theq50 intercept.

The cross sections and analyzing powers obtained f
the various shell models for the inelastic scattering of 2
MeV protons to the 31;0 ~2.186 MeV! state in6Li are com-
pared to the data of Gloveret al. @30# in Fig. 4. HO single
particle wave functions were used to find the results sho
in the left-hand panels while those of WS form were used
obtain the results displayed in the right-hand ones. The c
sections displayed are the sum of all possible angular
mentum transfers which may contribute. Consistent with
analysis of the inelastic electron scattering form factor,
I52 component is the most dominant. It is evident from F
4 that the result found using the simple 0\v model is defi-

FIG. 4. The differential cross section~top! and analyzing power
~bottom! from the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons fro
6Li exciting the 31;0 ~2.186 MeV! state. The data of Gloveret al.
@30# are compared to the results of the calculations made using
and WS single-particle wave functions as defined in the text,
played in the left- and right-hand panels, respectively. The result
the calculations made are as defined in Fig. 1~a!.
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cient. The larger space structures lead to cross section
most an order of magnitude greater than that, apart from
region around 20° which is still too weak. This problem
low momentum transfer is consistent with the analyses of
inelastic electron scattering data to this state. Note that e
the predicted shape found using the simplest struc
changes with increase in the space. The analyzing po
varies in a similar way with either large basis model calc
lations well reproducing the data. We note that with the
creases to the model space, theI52 scattering amplitudes
are most enhanced to give improved fits to the data.

The transverseM1 inelastic electron scattering form fac
tor to the 01;1 state in6Li is displayed in Fig. 5. Therein,
the data of Bergstromet al. ~circles @31# and squares@36#!
are compared to the results of our calculations made usin
three shell model interactions. Both the MK3W and Z4 c
culations are able to reproduce the form factor at low m
mentum transfer, and also the position of the minimum at
fm21. The CK model calculation, on the other hand, ove
predicts the low-q data and places the minimum at too lar
a value of momentum transfer.

In Fig. 6, the cross sections and analyzing powers
tained for the excitation of the 01;1 ~3.563 MeV! state in
6Li from the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons a
compared with the data of Gloveret al. @30#. Single particle
wave functions of HO form~left-hand panels! and WS form
~right-hand panels! were used as before. In this case, ea
result is observably different and clearly the largest sp
calculations best reproduce the data.

O
s-
of

FIG. 5. TransverseM1 inelastic electron scattering form facto
to the 01;1 ~3.563 MeV! state in6Li. The data of Bergstromet al.
~circles @31# and squares@36#! are compared to the results of th
calculations made as defined in Fig. 1~a!.
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C. Scattering: 7Li

As for the diagrams for6Li, unless otherwise stated, th
results obtained using the (01214)\v, (012)\v, and
0\v model spaces are given by the solid, dashed, and
dashed lines, respectively. The elastic electron scatte
form factors for7Li are displayed in Fig. 7. The longitudina
elastic scattering form factor data of Suelzleet al. @26#
~circles! and of Lichtenstadtet al. @37# ~squares! are com-
pared in Fig. 7~a! to the results of the calculations mad
using the WS single particle wave functions~Table IV!. All
the calculations reproduce the form factor well, although
data above 3 fm21 allow for some variation between th
results which is appreciable. For this reason we restrict
assessment of the models to be based upon the data a
mentum transfers below 3 fm21. Unlike 6Li, there is a sub-
stantial contribution from theC2 component of the form
factor, as displayed in Fig. 7~b!. This is due to the much
larger quadrupole moment for the ground state of7Li ~see
the discussion above!. Note that this component is necessa
to achieve the fit to the form factor in the region between
and 3 fm21. Calculations of the form factors using HO wav
functions, as defined in Table IV, also reproduce the fo
factor up to 3 fm21. At large momentum transfers, the for
factor is always underpredicted since the HO wave functi
do not contain realistic high momentum components. T
WS forms are better in that regard.

The transverse elastic electron scattering form factor
7Li is displayed in Fig. 7~c!. Therein the data of Lichtenstad
et al. @37# ~circles! and van Niftriket al. @38# ~squares! are
compared to the results of the calculations made using
three models of structure. All model calculations predict
form factor up to 2.5 fm21. At higher momentum transfer
the (012)\v model underpredicts the data. The 0\v and
(01214)\v model results, however, are more consist
with the data. It should be noted that the results obtai
using the Zheng interaction in the 0\v and (012)\v
model spaces agree with those results based on the
interactions, and so are not displayed. Such calculations w
also made for the inelastic scattering form factors with v
similar results obtained in each model space using the
parate interactions. The components contributing to
transverse form factor, as calculated in the (01214)\v

FIG. 6. As for Fig. 4, but for the excitation of the 01;1 ~3.563
MeV! state in6Li.
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model space, are shown in Fig. 7~d!, wherein the totalM1
andE2 components are displayed by the solid, dashed,
dot-dashed lines, respectively. The low momentum tran
part of the form factor is dominated by theM1 component,
while theE2 component dominates between 1 and 3 fm21.
Above that momentum transfer both components are com
rable in strength.

The results for the elastic scattering of 200 MeV proto
from 7Li are compared with the data of Gloveret al. @39# in
Fig. 8 for which the specifications follow those set out in t
discussion of Fig. 2. As with the results for the elastic sc
tering from 6Li, the contributions from the higher multi

FIG. 7. The results of the calculations made for the elastic e
tron scattering form factors for7Li. ~a! The longitudinal form factor
data of Suelzleet al. @26# ~circles! and Lichtenstadtet al. @37#
~squares! are compared to the results of the calculations made u
the Z4~solid line!, MK3W ~dashed line!, and CK~dot-dashed line!
spectroscopies.~b! C0 ~dashed line! andC2 ~dot-dashed line! com-
ponents contributing to the longitudinal form factor~solid line!, as
calculated in the (01214)\v model.~c! The transverse form fac
tor data of Lichtenstadtet al. @37# ~circles! and van Niftrik @38#
~squares! are compared to the results of the calculations made
defined in~a!. ~d! M1 ~dashed line! andE2 ~dot-dashed line! con-
tributions to the total transverse form factor~solid line!, as calcu-
lated in the (01214)\v model.

FIG. 8. The differential cross section~top! and analyzing power
~bottom! from the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons fro
7Li. The data of Gloveret al. @39# are compared to the results o
calculations made as given in Fig. 2.
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poles, calculated in the DWA, and recoil corrections ha
been included. This has resulted in the very good agreem
observed with the data suggesting, as with6Li, that the
multi-\v wave functions for the ground state are approp
ate.

The inelastic electron scattering form factors to the1
2

2

~0.478 MeV! state in7Li are displayed in Fig. 9. The longi
tudinal form factor data of Lichtenstadtet al. @37# ~circles!
and of van Niftriket al. @38# ~squares! are compared to the
results of the calculations made using the various shell m
els in Fig. 9~a!. The result obtained in the 0\v space using
the CK wave functions fails to reproduce the magnitude
the data. The result obtained using the Zheng interactio
the 0\v space is similar to that obtained using the CK o
indicating inadequacy with a 0\v shell model description o
the state. Inclusion of higher\v components in each cas
supplies the necessary strength to reproduce the data
q.3 fm21, MEC corrections to the charge density opera
may be required to reproduce those data~see, e.g., Ref.@40#!.

The B(E2) value for this transition is 16.4e2 fm4 @14#,
and the values obtained by calculation using the vari
models of spectroscopy are listed in Table V. As with t
B~E2! value of the 31;0 state in6Li, a substantial renormal
ization is needed in all of the models to reproduce the m
sure value. That is in contrast to the results of their use in
analysis of the longitudinal form factor; a contrast that
illustrated in the analysis of the transverse inelastic scatte
form factor as well. The results of our calculations of t
transverse form factor are compared with the data of Lic

FIG. 9. The inelastic electron scattering form factors to the1
2

2

~0.478 MeV! state in 7Li. The data of Lichtenstadtet al. @37#
~circles! and of van Niftriket al. @38# ~squares! are compared in~a!
to the results of our calculations made of the longitudinal fo
factor, and in~b! to the results of the calculations made of t
transverse form factor, both defined as in Fig. 7~a!. TheM1 ~dashed
line! andE2 ~dot-dashed line! components of the total transvers
form factor ~solid line! are displayed in~c! as calculated in the
(01214)\v model.
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enstadtet al. @37# ~circles! and of van Niftrik et al. @38#
~squares! in Fig. 9~b!. All of our results reproduce the mag
nitude and shape of this form factor up to 3 fm21, with but
a slight overestimation above 1 fm21. This suggests that no
renormalization is required with any of those wave functio
The relative contributions from theM1 andE2 multipoles to
this transverse form factor are shown in Fig. 9~c!. Therein,
and only for the (01214)\v model, the total form factor is
displayed by the solid line, while theM1 andE2 compo-
nents are displayed by the dashed and dot-dashed lines
spectively. TheM1 component dominates the form fact
below 1 fm21, above which theE2 component become
much stronger. TheM1 component dominates again abo
2.5 fm21.

The results of our DWA calculations of the inelastic sc
tering of 200 MeV protons exciting the12

2 ~0.478 MeV!
state in7Li are compared with the data of Gloveret al. @39#
in Fig. 10. Therein, the cross sections are displayed in the
segments and the analyzing powers are shown in the bo
ones. Again the results obtained by using HO wave functi
are displayed on the left while those obtained using the
wave functions are given in the right. For this transition, t
(012)\v and (01214)\v structures give quite simila
results and are in best agreement with observation. Thi
due to the enhancement of theI52 multipole contributions
within the larger space structures; the multipole that do
nates all calculated results above 15°. TheI51 amplitudes
are changed little by the increase in the size of the mo
space but we note that they are important in the predicti
of the data at small scattering angles.

The inelastic electron scattering form factors to the7
2

2

~4.63 MeV! state in7Li are displayed in Fig. 11. The longi
tudinal form factor data of Lichtenstadtet al. @41# ~circles!,
Hutcheon and Caplan@34# ~squares!, and Bernheim and
Bishop @42# ~triangles! are compared to the results of ou
calculations in Fig. 11~a!. As with the longitudinal form fac-
tor to the 1

2
2 state@Fig. 9~a!#, the 0\v model fails to match

the magnitude of the observations. Now, however, inclus

FIG. 10. The differential cross section~top! and analyzing
power ~bottom! from the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV proton
exciting the12

2 ~0.478 MeV! state in7Li. The data of Gloveret al.
@39# are compared to the results of the calculations made using
various spectroscopies. The curves displayed are as defined in
4.
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of 2\v admixtures gives the additional transition streng
necessary to reproduce the data and addition of 4\v admix-
tures does not further enhance the form factor. This is ill
trated in Fig. 11~b!, wherein the data are compared to t
total form factor result obtained in the (01214)\v space
~solid line!, along with theC2 ~dashed line! andC4 ~dotted
line! components. The form factor is entirely dominated
the C2 component, as is also observed in the 0\v and
(012)\v model calculations. The addition of higher\v
admixtures into the model space act as the core polariza
corrections normally associated with calculations in
0\v space, and serve to enhance theC2 component.

There is some doubt on the measuredB(E2↓) for this
transition. From the quotedg-decay rate@14# this is 3.50
e2 fm4 @14#, however, the source of that measurement is
given in the compilation. The value obtained from an ana
sis of the longitudinal inelastic electron scattering form fa
tor is 7.560.8e2 fm4 @41#. Therein, theB(E2) value for the
decay of the72

2 state is related to that for the12
2 state, which

is well determined. The values obtained from the vario
shell models are listed in Table V. Our results obtained fr
the (012)\v and (01214)\v shell models lie very close
to the value obtained from theg decay. TheB(E2↓,q) value
is displayed in Fig. 12~a!, as obtained from the measured a
predicted longitudinal inelastic scattering form factors. T
data and the results of our calculations are displayed as
Fig. 11~a!. A similar discrepancy of our results with data
those observed for the 31;0 state in6Li @Fig. 3~b!# and the

H1
2

2 state in 7Li, displayed in Fig. 12~b!, is now also ob-
served, with the data suggesting aB(E2) value of around 7
or 8 e2 fm4. More accurate measurements of the form fac
for the 7

2
2 state are necessary belowq50.5 fm21 in order to

FIG. 11. The inelastic electron scattering form factors to
7
2

2 ~4.630 MeV! state in7Li. The longitudinal form factor data of
Lichtenstadt et al. @41# ~circles!, Hutcheon and Caplan@34#
~squares!, and Bernheim and Bishop@42# ~triangles! are compared
in ~a! to the results of the calculations as defined in Fig. 7~a!. The
C2 ~dashed line! andC4 ~dot-dashed line! components leading to
the longitudinal form factor~solid line! are displayed in~b! as cal-
culated in the (01214)\v model. The transverse form factor da
of Lichtenstadtet al. @41# are compared in~c! to the results of the
calculations made using the various spectroscopies, while in~d! the
E2, M3, E4, and M5 components, as calculated in th
(01214)\v model, are displayed by the long-dashed, dot-dash
dotted, and short-dashed lines, respectively. The total form fact
given by the solid line.
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resolve the remaining discrepancy with the quotedg-decay
rate.

The transverse inelastic scattering form factor to the7
2

2

state is displayed in Fig. 11~c!. In this case, all of our calcu
lations reproduce the peak magnitude and position of
data of Lichtenstadtet al. @41#. However, all of the results
underpredict the data above 2 fm21. This is due in part to the
form factor being dominated by theM3 transition as is illus-
trated in Fig. 11~d!, wherein the components of the Z4 ca
culation are displayed. TheM3 form factor dominates, with
the E2 contribution being a factor of 2 less. TheM5 form
factor is orders of magnitude below and, like theE4 contri-
bution, may be neglected at low momentum transfer. Abo
3 fm21, theM5 contribution becomes more important tha
theE2, and the form factor is dominated purely by the ma
netic components. As such, MEC effects are expected to
come significant in that regime, and their neglect is reflec
by the underestimation of the form factor.

The results for the excitation of the72
2 in 7Li by the

scattering of 200 MeV protons are given in Fig. 13. There
the cross section and analyzing power data of Gloveret al.
@39# are compared~top and bottom sectors! to the curves
identified with the same notation used in Fig. 6. As for t
longitudinal inelastic electron scattering form factor, t
cross section is dominated by theI52 contribution, with the
contribution from the higher multipoles being negligibl
Also, theI52 contribution is enhanced with the addition
higher\v admixtures to give good agreement with the da
We note that while theI53 multipole contributions are
small, they are little affected with increase in the spa
Higher multipoles do occur in the (012)\v and
(01214)\v calculations but have almost no influence
cross-section predictions.

e

d,
is

FIG. 12. B(E2↓,q) for the 7
2

2 ~4.63 MeV! ~a! and the 1
2

2

~0.478 MeV! ~b! states in7Li. The data, as listed in Figs. 9~a! and
11~a!, are compared to our results obtained using the various s
models. The measuredB(E2↓) value for the12

2 state in7Li @14#,
as determined from theg-decay rate, is given by the diamond da
point.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained shell model wave functions for6,7Li in
0\v, (012)\v, (01214)\v, and (0121416)\v
spaces using existing phenomenological andG-matrix inter-
actions. Beyond the simple 0\v picture of these 0p-shell
nuclei, elements of ‘‘clustering’’ may be introduced, as t
larger multi-\v spaces allow for interactions~particle ex-
change! between the 0s-shell a particle and the cluster
formed by the valence 0p-shell particles. As such we hav
used these wave functions in calculations of ground-s
properties and in analyses of electron and proton scatte
observables to determine to what degree this ‘‘clustering’
present in those shell model wave functions.

While the predicted r.m.s. radii for both6Li and 7Li are
insensitive to the size of the model space, and which
equately reproduce the measured values, it is in the magn
dipole and quadrupole moments in which we see dram
convergence towards the experimental values as the siz
the model space is increased. However, this convergenc
by no means complete. There is still some degree of re
malization necessary even in the results obtained using

FIG. 13. The differential cross section~top! and analyzing
power ~bottom! from the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV proton
exciting the72

2 ~4.630 MeV! state in7Li. The data of Gloveret al.
@39# are compared to the results of the calculations made using
various spectroscopies as defined in Fig. 4.
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(0121416)\v wave functions, while in the case of th
quadrupole moments, the results obtained are still far fr
the experimental values. This inability to reproduce t
quadrupole moment of7Li is an indication that the shel
model wave functions still do not have enough of the cor
lations defining the clustering.

The same is indicated especially in the analyses of
electron scattering form factors and proton scattering obs
ables from both nuclei. In the analyses of the longitudin
inelastic electron scattering form factors and proton scat
ing observables for the 31;0 ~2.186 MeV! state in 6Li and
for the 1

2
2 ~0.478 MeV! and 7

2
2 ~4.63 MeV! states in7Li,

none of the results of our calculations made within all t
shell model spaces are able to reproduce the data at
momentum transfer. This is associated with the underesti
tion in theB(E2) value of each transition of about a fact
of 2. Yet the high momentum transfer data for those scat
ings are well reproduced when using the multi-\v wave
functions. This indicates that the internal nucleon dynam
are well described and that the asymptotics at large rad
where clustering is expected to appear, are not well rep
duced. That there is remarkable agreement between ex
ment and theory in all of the transverse electron scatte
form factors, for the calculations using the large space m
els, is also indicative of a reasonable description of the
ternal nucleon dynamics.

Our DWA analyses of the inelastic proton scatteri
data reveal the importance of having large space spec
copy. Good fits to the low excitation state data were obtain
with the (012)\v and (01214)\v OBDME in all cases,
save for the 01;1 excitation in 6Li where the largest spac
OBDME lead to the best results. From our results it is cle
that the prime effect of increasing the size of the model sp
has been to enhance theI52 multipole contributions to the
31;0 excitation in 6Li and to the 1

2
2 and 7

2
2 excitation in

7Li. For those transitions, other multipole contributions us
ally are small and little changed with structure. However,
01;1 excitation in 6Li is purely I51 and for this the bes
result is that obtained from the (01214)\v model space.
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